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Welcome to the first issue of the Mélange Creative Arts Journal produced by
the Toronto Youth Food Policy Council (tyfpc.ca). Mélange Creative Arts
is a new opportunity for youth to think about the many intersections of our
food system, culture, and their personal histories through a variety of visual and
print media. The idea for this journal grew out of the many artistic submissions
we received for our peer-reviewed academic journal The Gathering but could
not include. No matter the format, we realized there was so much more that
youth in the city wanted to share about their relationship to food.
Putting together a journal takes a lot of work. We want to thank all of
our contributors for trusting us to present their work in this new venture.
To Eunice Lam for her graphic design work laying out this issue. To our
community partners, including LOFT Kitchen who provided a fantastic
venue and catered our launch. We couldn’t have made this happen without
the support and encouragement of the Toronto Youth Food Policy Council
as well as the always supportive Toronto Food Policy Council, particularly
Lauren Baker.
Thank you!

TYFPC Education Committee 2014-2016
Alia Karim, Tara Marina Pearson, Kyla Schwarz-Lam, Juneeja Varghese, and
Dawn Walker

WHO WE ARE

The Toronto Youth Food Policy Council (TYFPC) is a volunteer
organization that seeks to mobilize and engage youth to make change by
building a just food system and strives to become Toronto’s leading youth
voice in municipal food policy. We are dedicated to building a food system
that is sustainable, equitable, regionally-focused and accessible. As a group
that represents the diversity of Toronto, we seek to build community
partnerships, produce youth-centered policy documents, and encourage the
development of sustainable food system infrastructure in Toronto.

Accessibility Statement

We strive to make all our events and opportunities accessible to everyone in
our community. This journal is a tagged PDF and should be readable with
assistive technologies. However we recognize that we are still learning how
to best create accessible content. If you have any feedback please contact us at
journal@tyfpc.ca.

On the Cover

Cover Art by Ben Papernick

Submissions
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To contribute to future issues please email us at journal@tyfpc.ca or
visit our website for more information on submission guidelines for
both Mélange Creative Arts (tyfpc.ca/melange) and our academic
journal The Gathering (tyfpc.ca/gathering).
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Melissa Baker

Melissa Baker, MHSc(c), RD completed a Master of
Health Science in Nutrition Communication at Ryerson
University in August 2015. She loves being an integral
part of the exciting nutrition community and helping
others enjoy nourishing, wholesome foods in their
everyday lives. Utilizing her blog, upbeet.ca, and social
media to share simple recipes and encourage healthy
living is a daily pleasure in her life. Melissa hopes to
become a leader in the dietetics field and work on
innovative projects to improve the health and quality of
life of Canadians throughout her career.

HyDee

HyDee is a collage and book artist living in Toronto.
HyDee doesn’t have a name, and could actually be any
of us... looking to find out how our changing world
defines us.

Sophia Ilyniak

This mural was made by a small group of artists at
SKETCH Working Arts in collaboration with The
About Face Collective. It proudly declares the words of
the community who has contributed to the SKETCH
garden program over the years, showcasing their thoughts
on food security and what this broad concept means to
at-risk or homeless youth. Mural artists: Tim McConnell,
Sophia Ilyniak, Verity D’eon, Zach Singleton, Sue Cohen.

Eunice Lam

Eunice is a multidisciplinary designer with a special
focus on food spaces and experiences. She works to bring
unique food environments to life through various 2D and
3D applications at eqleql.com.

Lindsey Lenters

Lindsey Lenters is a Registered Dietitian with a Master’s
degree in Public Health, specializing in Community
Nutrition, from the University of Toronto. She is
currently a research project manager at the SickKids
Centre for Global Child Health; she volunteers on
community-based initiatives in Toronto and dabbles
several creative endeavours, including recipe development,
illustration and photography.

Nicole Norris

Nicole Norris is currently a graduate student studying
Nutrition Communication at Ryerson University. She
believes that our connection to food goes beyond what
we eat and is shaped by cultural, spiritual, physical and
emotional factors. She uses art as a way to connect with
food subjectively by exploring this relationship on a
subconscious level. Her work is inspired by the Toronto
food community and hopes to inspire others to tell their
creative food story.

Abena K. A. Offeh-Gyimah

Abena K. A. Offeh-Gyimah is a PhD student in Social
Work at McMaster University. Her research examines
the socioeconomic exclusion of African immigrants
in low income communities in Toronto. Currently, she
works as a youth internship coordinator at Black Creek
Community Farm, an urban farm in the Jane and Finch
neighborhood, where she engages youth in farming,
educational workshops, community gardening, and
health living.

Tola Olufemi

Tola Olufemi is a Western University graduate residing
in Ontario who values differing cultural perspectives
and loves the ‘heART’ of food. Her experiences living
in South Africa shaped a deep-rooted appreciation for
food quality and accessibility, as well as their importance
for health and well-being. Majoring in Biology and
Medical Sciences, Tola values the intricacies of the
human body, how it processes and digests food, and
is passionate about using photography and art as a
platform for sharing food recipes, ingredients and ideas.

Ben Papernick

Ben Papernick is originally from Toronto and has been
working as an illustrator for close to a year. His work is
also inspired by interesting sights in the city.
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Tara Marina Pearson

Julia Russell

Anne Rucchetto

Benish Syed

Tara Marina Pearson is a Master’s student in
Environmental Studies at York University focused on
Sustainable Food Systems, Community Planning, and
Policy Development, and is a coordinator at Maloca
Community Garden. She continues to teach herself
to draw, and occasionally contributes to storytelling
projects in her communities.
Anne Rucchetto is a candidate at the Dalla Lana
School of Public Health, and for Professor Poland’s
‘Transition Emerging Study.’ Her work has been
published in The Trinity Review, Poetry Pacific,
ditch, Acta Victoriana, The Goose, The UC Review, and
Klipspringer Magazine. Anne’s non-fiction work has
been published through Camberley Press.

Hannah Renglich

Hannah Renglich’s photography and poetry represents
a part of her personal journey through the food
system, connecting lived experiences with local,
regional, national, and global food movements and
coalitions. From the soils of Southwestern Ontario
to the mango orchards of an Indian village, from
Mexican corn waving in the Brampton breeze, to
a well-enjoyed meal in Rome and its counterpoint
in the olive grove of the Italian countryside, her
work represents connection to place, to memory,
to community, and to ideologies bound up with
her activism and her existence. “May they fuel your
hunger for justice and equity, gladden your spirit, and
make your mouth flood with saliva. Buen provecho.”

Zoe Renglich

Zoe Renglich is a 22 year old graduate of George
Brown College’s Culinary Management program,
and has worked in restaurants and bakeries, including
Ruby WatchCo and Knead Bakery. She currently runs
her own baking business: Humble Pie and Pastries.
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Julia Russell is currently a student at UNBC where
she researches the seasonal impacts on food security
for people during times of homelessness in Northern
British Columbia, and the role of Indigenous food
sovereignty. Prior to undertaking her studies, she
worked on a small scale organic farm in Southern
Ontario. She has followed a vegan diet since 2007.
Benish Syed has always been passionate about trying
new foods. This passion intensified and broadened
to healthy eating and the concept that everyone in
the community should have equal access to fresh and
healthy food when she entered the Nutrition and Food
program at Ryerson University. Her photography
draws attention to a few of her recent experiences with
local food spaces and highlights her latest interest in
preparing and trying new salads, especially those that
are made using local ingredients.

TYFPC Community Members and
Jordan Veira

An orchestra of creators identifying as poet, farmer,
activist, academic, student, artist, policy wonk,
community member, and human, among others, came
together to write this poem. The collective creation
was led by Artist Jordan Veira, founder and director
of the collective Spoke N’ Heard (spokenheard.ca)
at the TYFPC‘s event “Food Justice Out Loud: An
Interactive Food Justice Workshop with Spoke N’
Heard,” December 12, 2015.
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(in)justice in the food system
TYFPC Community Members and Jordan Veira

Babylon, injustice in the food system
From Christopher Columbus cross the atlantic, there is injustice in the food system
Justice is a rainbow,
it is intangible but real
Injustice is memory of racism, indignity,
and juicy poison that brings us together
Food baskets of power
Our memory is the three sisters
Yet, the seeds are scattered in lies of harvest
The sprout; a clay pot so fragile,
But carefully designed and moulded by the hands of a potter
Food is the pulse, and the memory that brings my grandmother back
Food is invisible chains
Food is money
Food is the monetary gain, when dollars are exchanged for human pain
Wall street brings starvation and pain
The world is a business, and capitalism is a political tool
Food is a key, unlocking a way to my freedom
Food for thought,
Food is a right worthy of a good fight
Food is power
Food is life, but loblaws isn’t my god.
Corporations freeze soil and stall growth
Sow greed, harvest injustice
Sow greed, harvest injustice
From the beginning, it was seed, soil, and water
Soil is the womb
Seed is the child
Water is the food
Food, forevermore.
Bodies of water gone dry; exposed to the system
We are thirsty, but they give us coca-cola, here our cries and give us our own damn water
Capitalism controls, the seasons, the shelves, and our offspring
Capitalism is the bitter taste in my mouth
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What is left over, when my belly is full of modern happenings
Injustice leaves you cold
When you punch the fire off a candle
Justice is a dream, that you get to live in when you wake up
The seed of happiness grows in kindness and blossoms in fairness
Equity is every seed reaching the sunrise
Food is my family and my roots
Grown at home
Food is love
Everything should come from love
To live is to love
Love is a mango
She is sweet to me
Sow greed, harvest injustice
Our city is hungry
Cries of hunger met with replies of
Let them eat cake
It’s easy to bake
It’s cheap to make
Do not tax our water, our stomach, our freedom,
our existence is our resistance
There is an air of revolution in the room
Air is food, mmmm. I had a cup of clean air this morning
rain on us the water of life
We exist
We will grow
We will grow
We just need some nutrients, starting with H2O
We will grow
We will grow
What is food (in)justice? In an evening, we harnessed poetry to address and
untangle a subject that is deeply political and personal. It spans continents and
centuries, it frustrates and incites debate, and it touches us all on a daily basis. We
put into poetry what we could not necessarily put into plain words.
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Decolonize the food system
Abena K.A. Offeh-Gyimah

A baby suckles on their mother’s breast,
the crops are sure to yield returns,
claim the earth but shed no blood,
I hear private property fires guns like rushing waters.
Celebrate the labor of your hand
on this temporarily borrowed land.
Remember the story of saving the man but killing the savage,
after all, he disappeared into reserves,
buried to the costumes of capitalism,
It is hard to imagine when food stopped healing.
Who decides what gets to rot?
Too bad it did not make it to the pot.
When will the two hands on the clock
return to the roots?
Sick bellies, sullen faces, swollen lips,
will expiry dates ever leave the shelves?
Food never grows barren
in a community garden.
Plant, grow, harvest; preserve this knowledge,
visionaries, respond to the movement,
save seed, secure the farmers,
borderline insecurity, reverse injustice.
Decolonize the food system,
only then, will they listen.
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Something Essential
Can Take Root...
HyDee

July 7, 2013 - A book discarded at the corner of Bloor &
Dufferin is about to be reborn.

knowledge ever changes.
teaching turns disused.
universal remains.
from its guts our book screams one truth...
“Break through the vicious cycle of instant
gratification!, it says.
the Kid, the Wise and everyone after,
We are One.
no way out!
and so many ways forward...
Together
we Change”
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For Dirt

Anne Rucchetto
It starts with a feeling, sweetness in the fingertips, licking rich
forbidden darkness. Harmonious darkness, soil
yields to these fingered trowels, both loose and sleeping
or thrown to the sky, this earthy confetti scatters
and always settles in its rightful place . What’s exhumed?
Breathing stones, clay, sands, bones—the songs
of a thousand cycles, these specs of life and death
stain, and stick to diggers, humming
themselves into an intoxicated lull.
An abundance you may paint yourself with.
Digging for the sake of depth, there is no
such thing as an empty excavation.

Commemorate
Anne Rucchetto

She past a hundred before she passed from waking
and seeing, never again using her bamboo cane to prop up
that stubbornly-straight bearing or use her magnifying lenses
to see through artifice, even well-intentioned
wiles popped like neon under her unblinking scrutiny.
She chose cremation, to be scattered weightless
beyond the annals of decomposition
straight to an idea, a millions mementos
floating, unassuming as her familiar fashion.
They gathered to remember before a long
lavish table—drinking and devouring, offering
affirmations, exchanging their memories,
treasured keepsakes to be divided.
A feast with food butchered in every way imaginable
to commemorate their matriarch’s lost body;
baked plump breasts, honey-brushed thighs
and spiced, crispy ribs. Plates passing from
mourner to eager mourner, mouths watering
with the zeal of remembrance. Only one
granddaughter turned the costly fare away
despite her family’s admonition and her reluctance
to describe the wholeness of her grief.
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Untitled
Ben Papernick

Inspired by a square watermelon.
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Kale Salad
Benish Syed

2 tablespoons balsamic vinegar
2 tablespoons olive oil
1/3 cup sliced pecans
1/2 English cucumber, cut into small, thin pieces
2 bunches of kale, rinsed and dried, ribs and stems
removed
1/3 cup dried cranberries
4 ounces goat cheese
1 tsp freshly ground black pepper
Additional salt and pepper, if needed
1. Preheat the oven to 400ºF. Spread the pecans evenly
on sheet a pan and bake for 5 minutes, or until
lightly browned.
2. Whisk together the balsamic vinegar, olive oil and
black pepper for the dressing.
3. In a large bowl, massage the kale to reduce its
bitterness.
4. Toss the kale, toasted pecans, cranberries, cucumbers
and dressing. Let sit for 10 minutes, then crumble
with goat cheese.
5. Season with salt and pepper, if needed, and serve.
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Untitled
Benish Syed

1. The nucleus of a great Baba Ghanoush dip
2. A delicious yet simple potato leek salad
made using potatoes, green onions and leeks
drizzled with a creamy vinaigrette made
using mustard, mayonnaise, olive oil, cider
vinegar, parsley and last but not least, salt
and pepper
3. Chicken sautéed at Anatolian’s Turkish
Restaurant, located at 64 Overlea Blvd. This
dish was served with rice and was made
using boneless chicken, green and red bell
peppers, cherry tomatoes, miniature onions,
and garlic sautéed in butter. Not only was this
dish light and tasty, it was also presented in
a very appealing manner. The great taste and
atmosphere did an amazing job of providing
an authentic Turkish experience
1

2

3
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Maize

Hannah Renglich
Dry, straw-coloured,
Wind-whipped,
Waits for worms,
For beaks,
For hands
To transform
Its iridescent
Kernels
Cloaked
In papery
Striated
Robes
The stalks
Are bent
In the gale
Like the
Giant grasses
They are,
And every
Few cobs
Twisted off
Remind us
Of their
Promiscuity
With mottled
Blue-white
And purple
Gems
So beautiful
Along the cob.
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men of the mango orchard
Hannah Renglich

all day and all night,
tucked between the trees,
camping out under the stars,
braving the monsoons,
they wait
for the crows,
and brilliant parrots
to fly overhead
and attempt to settle
into the trees.
then, not even rising
from their elegant squats,
they yell a rough caw
back at the cheeky birds,
or, if the mood strikes,
set off a small explosive
whose sharp crack is enough
to make you jump out of your skin.
young and old, seasoned and new,
they wag fingers and
shake heads to say,
don’t take these,
despite fumbled attempts
to communicate
that they had already fallen
from the heavy branches.
one cannot leave
the orchard with both
a mango
and a clear conscience.

1

2

Untitled

Hannah Renglich
1. An articulation of “slow food” - an olive and a snail, taken in Italy
2. Rich soils of Southern Ontario - Wolfgang Pfennings and his hands
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Remolacha
Julia Russell

In spite of the complexity of modern ways of living,
nourishment can be simple. While there is some
novelty to so called “superfoods” and “functional
foods”, they certainly are not necessary to sustain
humanity. In fact, we need to critically examine the
16
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impact of changing patterns of consumption on
ecosystems and society. Especially in this digital
age, food is a way that we can remain connected to
one another, our cultures and the earth. The piece
was created with ballpoint pen and pencil crayons.

untitled

Lindsey Lenters
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1

Untitled

3

4

Lindsey Lenters
Coastal Maine is a jagged ripple of peninsulas, with
small towns dotted all along the length of the shoreline.
My family spends a portion of every summer at our
cottage tucked up on a hill overlooking a fishing village.
The tiny town is located at the most Southern point of a
long peninsula. By land, there is one road in and out.
I took these photos in 2013, solely intending to capture
the beauty and delight that I experience each summer
I spend there. However, over the years, as these photos
sat on my hard drive and were shared with friends and
family, I began reflecting on the skewed nature of my
experience of the local food system.
While at my cottage, I believe myself to be experiencing
small town life and the challenges associated with an
isolated geography. The nearest grocery store is a thirtyminute drive away, and the most affordable options in
18
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town are heavily processed foods from the two local
establishments that double as diners and convenience
stores.
I also have the sense of being rustic and more highly
connected to the food supply than I do in my everyday
urban life. Fish fresh from the boat and lobster hauled
in and steamed at the Co-Op. Corn and vegetables from
roadside stands. Blueberries, blackberries and raspberries
foraged from the sunny clearings in the surrounding
forests.
Yet, my experience is that of a vacationer, with the time
and means to experience the charms and eschew the
challenges...
My family is present only in the summer, when the farm
stands are in full flourish and the fishing season is open.
In vacation mode, we are thinking less about budgeting

and more about indulgence: Every year, we eagerly
anticipate the heavily fried menu of the local diner, and
start daydreaming months in advance about the banquet
meals crafted around decadent lobster, hauled straight
from the boat into the steamer at the co-op. We also
have the luxury of spare time to forage for berries in the
surrounding forests and to make the long drive to the
grocery store whenever needed.
This photo essay is intended to illustrate the multifaceted nature of food systems, through my lens as
a vacationer. What is most important is perhaps the
ongoing challenges in accessing affordable nutritious
food, in the face of factors like the rising costs of fuel
and fluctuating fish and lobster stocks, particularly for
towns such as this one that are single-source economies
and are relatively isolated.

5

6

7

8

1. The town’s harbour, known as ‘The Gut’
2. The backside of the local fisherman’s Co-Op
3. One of the two stores in town that double as diners
and convenience stores
4. Diner-slash-convenience store
5. ‘Lobstah’ roll at the local diner. Fresh from the boat to
the basket
6. The nearby homestead, operating on an honour system.
Patrons pay by leaving cash in a wooden mailbox
7. Self-serve firewood from the homestead
8. Self-serve produce from the homestead
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Cinnamon Sweet Potato Muffins
Lindsey Lenters

Adapted from: The Roasted Root (theroastedroot.net/gluten-free-sweet-potato-muffins)
Makes: 12 muffins
Time: 45-60 minutes (to prep) and 15 minutes (to bake)

Ingredients
½ cup buckwheat flour
½ cup brown rice flour
½ cup all-purpose gluten-free baking flour (Bob’s Red Mill brand works well)
1 tbsp baking powder
⅛ tsp salt
¼ tsp cinnamon
¼ cup agave syrup
2 tbsp olive oil
3
eggs*
1 cup coconut milk**
½ tsp pure vanilla extract
1 med white-fleshed yam, also known as a Chinese yam
½ cup chocolate chips, optional
Directions
1. Pre-heat oven to 450F
2. Stab several steam vents into the sweet potato with a knife and wrap in foil. Bake for
approximately 40 minutes, or until a knife can be easily inserted
3. Let sweet potato sit in foil wrapping for approximately 5 minutes; the steam will help loosen
the skin. Remove foil and skin from sweet potato. Mash sweet potato flesh in a bowl and set
aside
4. Turn oven down to 375F
5. Combine dry ingredients in a medium sized bowl: flours, baking powder, salt, cinnamon
6. Combine wet ingredients in a large bowl: coconut milk, oil, agave, eggs (or substitute), vanilla,
and mashed yam. Make sure the yam has cooled, or the heat may coagulate the raw eggs
7. Add the dry ingredients to the wet ingredients and stir, just until combined. Add chocolate
chips (or other additional items like dried cranberries, chopped nuts or seeds) and stir just until
combined. Do not over mix
8. Scoop batter into lined muffin tray. Sprinkle tops with additional cinnamon, if desired. Bake
for approximately 15 minutes (10 minutes if using a mini muffin tray). The muffins are done
when a toothpick inserted into the middle of the muffin is removed and is clean
9. Remove muffins from tray and leave on a cooling rack. Muffins should be stored in the fridge
or can be frozen for later consumption
*Vegan alternative: for each egg substituted, combine 1 tbsp ground flaxseed with 2-3 tbsp warm water, let stand for
approximately 15 minutes or until egg-like in consistency.
**I use “Let’s Do… Organic” unsweetened creamed coconut, available at natural food stores. For this recipe, it can be
made more dilute than instructions on the package (2 Tbsp of creamed coconut reconstituted in 1 cup warm water).
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Easy Lentil Crepes
Melissa Baker (upbeet.ca)

Recipe type: Main
Cuisine: American, Indian
Prep time: 10 mins
Cook time: 20 mins
Total time: 30 mins
11- 12 crepes
Easy lentil crepes that will impress your guests or family!
Ingredients
1 ½ cups dry red lentils
1 ½ tsp cumin
1 tsp curry powder
1 tsp garlic powder or 2 crushed garlic cloves
a few shakes of red pepper flakes
½ tsp salt
½ tsp black pepper
cooking oil
Instructions
1. Soak lentils overnight or for 3+ hours (cover lentils with about 2
inches water)
2. Warm oven to 200 F
3. Drain lentils and rinse well
4. Combine soaked, drained lentils with 3 cups of water
5. Add spice combination of choice (my favourite combo is listed above)
6. Blend mixture in a food processor or blender until fairly smooth
7. Heat a well greased pan (one that doesn’t stick!) over medium-high
heat
8. Add about ⅓ - ½ cup of batter to the hot pan and swirl pan to make
a thin (~1/8 inch) crepe
9. Allow crepe to cook through (lift edges periodically to prevent
sticking), once the top is firm/set, flip crepe and cook the other side
for about 2 min (if they are breaking, wait longer to flip them and
re-grease pan)
10. Transfer to a warm oven, while you cook the other crepes, greasing
the pan each time
11. Fill warm crepes with your desired filling and serve
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Beet

Nicole Norris
An image emerging from the artist’s subconscious, telling a story of food,
femininity, peace, and creation.
24
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Untitled

Sophia Ilyniak and SKETCH mural artists Tim McConnell, Verity D’eon, Zach Singleton, Sue Cohen

The raccoon represents the sheer desire to thrive, the ability to overcome boundaries and sustain oneself by any means
necessary. Raccoons are the best dumpster divers we know, however, some of our community members can definitely
give them a run for their money! This mural proudly declares the words of the community who has contributed to the
SKETCH garden program over the years, showcasing their thoughts on food security and what this broad concept
means to at-risk or homeless youth. Paint markers and acrylic on raw canvas.
January 2016 • Issue 1
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On the Farm

Tara Marina Pearson
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Ethel
My dad likes to remind me that when he was a kid
Ethel had three grocery stores, three car garages, a
hardware store, a post office, a bakery, a furniture
store, an egg-grading station, a feed mill, a hotel, two
churches, a school, and a library. When I was a kid, it
had a baseball diamond, a fire-hall, two churches, my
grandparents house, and a convenience store that sold
penny candy. These days, Ethel has a church, the firehall, and a lot of corn.

Cheeper
On my aunt and uncle’s farm, just outside of Ethel, 50
1-day old chicks are purchased for less than a $1/each
to be raised as “meat chickens” for the family. By the
next day, little Cheeper and siblings would lose their
butter-yellow fluffiness, sprouting white/grey feathers
from their tiny wing-elbows.

Calving Season
Every spring there is the possibility of
catching a calf being born on my short visits
to the farm. Licking her calf clean, the cow
nudges the newborn up from its bed of mud
and blood, encouraging its first stumbling
steps in under an hour.
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Sunshine and Strawberries
Tola Olufemi

A batch of strawberries purchased from the farmers market in
Oakville during the summer. From lively local vendors, to incredibly
fresh produce, I always leave the farmers market with a smile on my
face and lots of seasonal goodies in hand!
28
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Untitled
Zoe Renglich

It started when I received a mini whisk at orientation for the Chef School at George Brown College. A few years later
at an antique shop in Nova Scotia, I spotted the tiny cast iron pan and had to have it to add to my collection. From
then I was dreaming of things to possibly cook using my pan and whisk until I decided on tiny pancakes.
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Youth Arts Resources
If you are aware of any organizations that should be listed
here, let us know at journal@tyfpc.ca!

AGO Youth Council
ago.net/youthcouncil

The AGO Youth Council works
collectively to initiate programming
by youth for youth, including
exhibitions, public art projects,
large-scale events, field trips and
much more. This is a hands-on,
fast-paced program that gives
participants a chance to work with
local and international artists,
advocates and activists on projects
that reflect the concerns, interests
and passions of people between the
ages of 14 to 24.
AGOYouth
AGOYouth
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LOFT Kitchen

conccommunity.org/index.php/loft/
programs/loft_kitchen

LOFT Kitchen is a youth-led social
enterprise that regularly features
youth artists in their cafe gallery.
LOFTKitchen850
loftkitchen

SKETCH

Xpace Cultural Centre

SKETCH provides creative
training initiatives for streetinvolved, homeless and at-risk
youth. Their model of youth
engagement enhances both
practical and transferable skills,
while serving as a conduit for
increased wellbeing and social and
civic participation.

A membership driven artist-run centre
supported by the OCAD Student
Union and dedicated to providing
emerging and student artists and
designers. Regularly have calls for
submissions on their website and post
other opportunities in their facebook
group: fb/groups/7113254438/

sketch.ca

SKETCH.Toronto
Sketchtoronto

xpace.info

xpacecc
xpacecc
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